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Dedication

This book is dedicated to Paul Graves, James Riley, and Jimmy Uzzle, who are the best of friends, my spirit is with you always.

And

To my parents, Pauline and Cardwell Clarke, in spite of my faults, saw the good in me; I love you, and

To my beautiful children, Al-Shika, Cameron and Canisha, who are the reasons why I live, to be an example beyond imaginations, to accomplish goals reaching our destinatons,
AND

To my brother Michael,
I love you, also the Thorpe, Winfield, Mason, Hudson, Tucker, Hayes, Graves, and the Montgomery family, thanks for believing in me, to explore the unknown as well as the unseen.

To you all with love, I dedicate this book.
A Word To Give

If you find yourself in prison, or held down by strongholds of life, I am here to serve you. After spending over twenty years in prison, my life has turned into hope. I placed my desires, my thoughts, time, and other possible shortages in the hands of God, and there, I found freedom.

In my secret room, I begin to store words of wisdom through life experiences on every hand. My war began, when one black body which is my own moved into the territory of another, whether by guilt, depression, anger, or any other existing sickness, I penetrated ideas based on self desires that I could not control.
As a people, we wonder at some point, did these events in our lives happen by accident, or was it predestined to be for a reason and why. My life leaves gnawing questions in the mind of those who want positive answers.

However, in respect, I thought the same thing. But, if an individual who do not understand the flesh, or what we call spiritually, the sin nature, it's difficult for any observer to seriously believe that any event could have been prevented, and if the Bible, which it has, can explain the life of Jesus on human terms, then we who has fallen to such a degree, may greatly by submission, get a breakthrough.

A changed heart produces a changed mind, which manifest itself by the fruit of flavor, therefore, we as a people respond to what we actually believe, and what we don't, we argue to at least consider otherwise, that our thoughts remain true.
Through basic concepts, aggression serves its own right dealing with emotions toward certain things. A smile may have the same origin as a frown, given in gesture of submission. What is taken as a smile just may be a frown twisted, though intending to attack or defend another by good reason or default.

Concerning self, I show emotion when threatened, I can freeze and flee into an area of my mind feeling comfortable and safe on a selected level of maturity. Without thinking positively, we do harm to others and self by expressions, that our actions followed by association highly in shame, make room for such behavior to become possible.

The crime of Sadomy and Burglary neatly demonstrates agency conducted only by what others heard or interpreted according to their own reasonings.
In any case penned, without knowing the truth held in unknown realities, may cause conflict, and by deception associated with local demons, emotions of the mind by uncertain terms has potentially damaged a character; yet, as an addict, chemical reactions such as in arousal induced by injections, legitimate expectations.

For the sound of sodomy in itself produce physical outcome as penetration of the anal region of the body, and whether male or female in view, has surfaced on all corners of the south. In my case, it was male, and yes, a twelve year old child. As reports moved across desks, this crime was believed by so many people.

In madness, what hurt most, the one's at my best interests at hand seeming normal had also fallen favourable feeble.
What manner of stress should be involved in such case, where the pain of pathways of my brain would cease to function by extreme sorrow. In participating perception of sensory, the experiences of pain was somehow altogether mental, though on a greater scale, I was lost, and as a convicted felon, I now rest; and moment by moment, I express my words through Extended Grace.

Sitting patiently in a jail cell, receiving stimulation of pain responds less to the substance manufactured in this crime, that I build a wall grey in color of who I was, though labeled black of who I may become.

A poet, an emotional inducer, based my thoughts by mental disorder, reason to believe that somehow, chastisement was included, to be still motivated by love and the renewal of the spirit.
By extreme fears and fears, I give these words only in forgiveness, that no matter the life lived, I rest day to day, that explanations through experimental investigation, people with enquiring minds exist to develop their own verdicts.

In ways manifested, my life exist to dispose all foolishness of thought, not to protect my position as man, but to obtain progress in action by deeds, not only in words. In closing,

I go down disappointed
but I rise in victory
for the summer is now past
and my fears gone,

my life has sprung up
as eagle wings
and to hear the wind blow
has come,
even to the bowing down
to those set free,

The forest is full
and the flowers in blossom
where there petals in every color
sheds across the fields of fragrance.
Introduction

The reason why we as a people fail in many areas of our lives is based on how we think, and what we do with those thoughts. We believe to a certain degree, that the things we encounter has nothing to do with God.

However, we choose what is right in our own minds. A life that is lead by deception is controlled by desires that satisfies the body and mind, and in view, crimes are committed had a take or leave option.

I faced a future with great anticipation, and through conviction, I illustrated ideas of recorded events, that the battle of the mind had just began, and there is reason to feel a state of curiosity, or to placed in situations holding nothing in mercy.
But what happens now will be final in your thoughts, as I deliver words of truth, power, peace, and conviction with Extended Grace.

May the words now written through experiences give inspiration for restoration, bringing goodness and beauty to souls who has suffered through drama misunderstood.
Achievements

2008... Published Poem: *I Am Redeemed*
by THE PROGRESS INDEX

2004... Nominated as Poet of the Year
by INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF
Poets, and INTERNATIONAL POET
OF MERIT

2003... Won Editor’s Choice Award
for Outstanding Achievement
in Poetry, presented by Poetry.com,
and THE INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY
OF POETRY

1995... Poem: FATHER TO SON
selected for THE SOUND OF POETRY
by THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF POETRY

1994... Poem: THE BEAUTIFUL EARTH
nominated to appear on LULU Roman’s
Album, selected by INTERNATIONAL
Productions.
I AM REDEEMED

In the eyes of the beholder
  a mystery by surprise,
to reveal otherwise the magic
  of one that cannot be detected.

I strive daily, to focus within my being,
  to be held accountable for my actions,
and though I may be desperate
  to love such a one,
today I remain equivalent without error.

I am beautiful, and the color
  of my brown skin enhances my glory,
that in my space of freedom, I hold
  the world in my hands.

Before the strong I stand
  before the weak I lend a hand,
and though my strongholds grand, I
  can love the hatred being mature
through laughter in my mind.
I embrace a hand full of mockery
in the blind, to know the love of God
so kind,
the particles in my blood is the main
ingredient for my steps and having
the ability to love within, I ponder
still upon the good, no matter where
I go.

I exist to endure everything
that exist,
to give rewards to souls in complete
measures, to hide a frown
impending my emotions,
I give a word to honor my character,
to appear before congregations supreme,
and though my days cease not to process
through daily values I can move
in happiness, because through it all,
I am redeemed.
Predator's Truth

Procrastinated memories call for immediate attention for behavior, and what's hidden in the heart will come to light, to be delivered by a savior.

Having the ability to comprehend, they work with skilled hands to shape, ease and whisper by every design thoughts of a love denied.

They create automatic images upon requests, to engage a child of weakness, making a hollow sound of reasoning. They resemble angels of light, but the mischievous in thought, and like an atom bomb, they devour souls by numbers.

They provoke no violence in color, nor breathe words of justice, but by unseen passion, they cross pulpits in fellowship calling sin, pleasure.
Father To Son

Son, I lift my head
toward the freedom of the
American flag, that's when
I gathered you.
Your tears click as grease
shows the madness in your eyes.

I may be executed upon the
killing fields of blood, and into
the hands of enemies I go.
I press on daily, my chained hands
cry for the wrong I've done,
and guilt chases me to defeat.

I summarize one black body
which is my own, you may be the
reflection of the father, but strive
to be better than I,
for I have been deceived by my thoughts,
and my ignorance that I lay aside,
that your fears be moved
by sacrifice.
By the original regeneration of my life
had been recorded by allegations
of the hated, and by the ultimate
authority in man, it was a task
from generation to generation to
produce a kingdom of the righteous.

In you son, there’s hope. I see
in you a blessed spirit claiming
for yourself reality.
Rise over the earth, consecrate
all things in meekness, work in
your perfect place, and function
until the completeness of your
father rests.
Most is a lot, some is few,
    everything involves all, and
all is limited by a giver.
Chase what is precious, leave
    behind what's easy to gain,
for the opinions of another
    give reasons to believe
only in the things seen, and
    what we cannot see, a closed
mind giveth nothing.

Give what is needed, give extra
    when necessary, for false
intentions foul the soul, only to
    estimate values by common
fractions, that bring destruction
    by the nearest ten.
Love seeks truth, truth seeks difference,
love identifies the question
and at times has no way of
solving the problem.

The practical incomprehensible
massages of faith surpass all
logic of understanding,
and over and over our minds
stop on a shallow hill,
to encounter the greatest
among smiles, never to return.
I've spoken, so today I speak.
I am cut off by my own imaginations

tobe in charge, to love all lubricating

skins,
I am gripped by a death greater

than my own, as I think of generations

before me, having a mission to be

entrusted, and despite all precautions

stand guard to protect all faces of

historical self.

Therefore, I must find a way to

reveal my words to another, because

if I die today, the truth is gone

forever.

I am that truth before my peers,

sharing a tear for things I hold

so dear, or is it the allegations,

I hear, bringing in a traditional

responsibility so clear.
Oh God, give me the ability to stand
as I grab my sisters and brothers
by the hand, to reveal the words that
I now let loose.

With the best meats unblooded
I taste the wine of righteousness
before my people, for the authority
of the whites, and the attitudes of
the blacks, cast me not before hungry
wolves and the beasts of many seas.

For my thoughts are important
and it matters what I think,
for it determines who I am
and what I do, as I capture the
creativity of my emotions.
Though I drink from a cup of deliverance,
not held down by false testimonies of
deception, I find in myself nothing.

From where my fathers came
their lips of blood and tears of rage
cries for revenge. Into the night
I heard the battles of the known, as
the unknown hoping for the right
to be free.
But I have a dream
that a purpose flower given
to nurture a soul of one,
where tenderness grows mature
and a love that cost none,
though I summarize my own chaotic
memories to be unique and limitless
before the killing fields divine,
All I have at this time is a prison
Cell that I call mine.

To all people great and small,
No culture or creed,
For we all bleed the same color
and may share the same seed;
Now that you have tasted my
dignity, I take your tears into
my spirit, and challenge your thoughts
that no man created, to reveal before
you a helpful soul, that I, only I,
Confess, the poet on the stand, Amen.
It's hard for men to be the men
he really wants to be,
for his pride is the center
of his eye,
while his ego comes to play,
casting a smile by deception,

To the world he stands to be great
in speech, but behind doors
he sings love ballads of misery,
transforming images into god's
by design.

As his voice collects dust
the attractiveness of love is denied,
and in his hands payout rates in greed
that he himself cannot afford.

Having a series of advanced strategies
without a plan,
personal gain beat against his mind

to challenge a common dream
the reality of being in himself,
original.
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HE GAMBLE WITH POPULAR ILLUSIONS
USING THE VOCABULARY OF AUTHORITY,
ONLY TO SUPPRESS WEAKNESS IN ANOTHER,
TO HIDE A FROWN IN WELCOMING TEARS.

MAN CAN BUILD HIS OWN MIRROR
IN WHICH HE SEES NOT A FACE
BUT ONLY A REFLECTION SOILD IN
BLACK AND WHITE, BUT THE COLOR
OF HIS SHOES PLAY MUSICAL CHAIRS
WITH HIS MIND,
WHERE THE CALLING FORTH OF RUNNING
WATER MEETS BLUE MIST
DOWN IN THE VALLEY.
From The Ground Up

Carnal wisdom leads to destruction
and devoted sacrifice will soon
follow by exhaustion.

Individual words of reason
bring discussion by explanations
that can't be fully explained,
where reputations give false
intentions showing pleasure within
seekers.

A practice that is labored in vain
add the acts of stumbling on every
corner of one's mind,
for what is planted, is watered;
that one day soon, that seed will
grow, to maintain operating sunlight
for a purpose served in confidence.
WHERE WERE YOU

WHERE WERE YOU, WHEN THE YEARS
OF MY SINS HAUNTED ME,
WHERE WERE YOU, WHEN THOUGHTS OF
SUICIDE CAVED MY MIND, WHEN LIFE
ITSELF WAS JUST A DREAM.
WHERE WERE YOU, WHEN JUSTICE
BEING CORRUPT HELD ME DOWN, HAVING
NO WHERE TO RUN AND NO WHERE TO HIDE,
WHERE WERE YOU, WHEN I STOOD
BEFORE THE COURTS OF THE LAW, GIVING
A TESTIMONY OF REMORSE.
WHERE WERE YOU, WHEN I WALKED
THE STREETS OF GUILT, WHERE SPIDERS
CRAWL AND THE WEBS THEY BUILT,
WHERE WERE YOU, WHEN THE PRICE OF LOVE
GAVE UP THE AMERICAN FLAG TO SLAVES,
WHERE AGONY WAS SILENT IN THE DAY.
Where were you, when men came against my will to be still, and the only way out is to kill, where memories of the past became a test of faith on bending knees.

Where were you, the nights I died in shame, and by the waking of the morn, the cut of sight, out of mind, come to view —
Where were you, when the years of being alone was a factor behind prison walls, that my yesterday's being better than today, and my love that existed years before, never met humility through forgiveness.

But when my days comes to a success, I will stand before the wicked and ask, where were you.
AT MY PRISON SINK

Day after day, the same people come,
their smelly breath at morn, their
smelly clothes at dawn, and their
hidden bay toys that exist in the
night.

Attitude after attitude, the love
for complaining NEVER stops,
what they can't eat, why they can't
sleep,
why their ways stacked in defeat,
and the hope in faith that they
failed to keep.

Sickness on one side, death on the
other,
I hear the cries fold in shame,
and on days of exposure, they hide
their names,
for the soon executed laugh on
death row, while believers pray in hope,
the sinners try to cope, but instead
they choke.
though in the moment of death
being in poverty, tell the same
old jokes, but in the back of their
minds, they remember the hearts
they broke.
Many times come
and with consistency I arrived
the world with a fire hose connection
in trust,
I capture abilities to control the
misdeeds in misery.

I pass by the righteous in shame
riding upon mountains where my
spirit born fire claps for joy,
for I am he, optimistic.

The inflammation in my body
is inferior to my mind,
I am transparent in thought,
I am step by step stereotyped
in this life unchained.

I pursue social lies to define
what is false, and what is
tremendous, I remain faithful,
no matter how the world
judges my character.
Pondering Thought

I was born with nothing,
lived my years with nothing,
but at the end of my day,
I do have something,

I have the ability to hope for,
and that’s more,
than what nothing can have.
THE WRITER WITHIN

Imagination's roam the unknown
   to draft the outlines of fears,
where the efforts from a pure heart
   rests under accomplishments
of a glass of the finest sweat
   of brows.

Flying fists under consideration
   shows the madness through nomination,
where the homeless being alone
   seeking romance, calling love in
espionage, natural.

To stand before death, not I,
   to be executed among the guilty,
why,
   I can only pronounce a verdict
handed down by emotions that only
I created,
to kill a common dream, bringing
royalty in advance.
THE VOICE

Today, I am with one mind, and there are no frowns to catch the tightness of my moist face;
but where I speak these words, I am behind bars looking out, where the pains over the years has become greater than my mind held in sorrow.

I marry tears to divorce guilt, to no longer cry in remorse, but to move richly in how I think.

The greater wealth in thy joy can somehow influence the less talented, to activate by choice thoughts of opinion, not to demonstrate the lust thereof, where no words can explain the pains of stolen honor, for we, the seekers, kill a common magic, to face a common people, to kill a common crisis.
Wicked Deception

I am the blame, and nothing remains the same,
my eyes speak for attention, my hair spreads glory in children,
and my tears gather broken homes by urban legends.

This day, the law has no jurisdiction
to serve a community in distress,
for no smile can fuel fantasies
of the mind,
where pearls hanging on a chain
gives no change in color, nor value.

What is desired in one, is different
in another,
and choices made glorifies comfort claiming love in combat,
while blue collar connections bring
white collar energy to American gangsters
that a false smile runs non profit positions on street corners.
The heavens declare images
created, where authority in one
holds men captive, and the power
to ordain missionaries unite
troops from the south.

To sing funk ballads with a flower
on my shoulders, I vanish
by flashing lights calling popcorn love,
scandalous,
where speaking in riddles,
I search with penetrating eyes
to declare the declaration of
independence,
and by ritual, a touch of sensibility
withering away impressively.
MADE AGES

A love delayed, is not a love denied,
I announce in public the prodigies of my mind,
to sabotage suggestions made,
having a purpose to lead greed on bending knees.

By filthy rage demand striking needs
where lives stained in blood
recognize the sin of rebels, and
where their testimonies meet,
the making of history by expressions
are motivated gestures held by a troubled society.

In self-explosion, the walking dead destroys a destiny, that living for today, is to be counted worthy tomorrow,
but what comes laughter in the midst,
the pulling down of stars of the mind
is blowing silent kisses under the sun.
Angels in Bath

Through unseen battles, deliverance comes,
And burnt images by desire is rewarded
By guidance and prayer;
Where grace is given by communications.

Their wounds, dry, and by the next morning
Their unseen tears disappears by the sound of a trumpet blast,
For I see children having an halo of glory.
And by captured positions, the wicked demons was given on platters.

By reflections, the hungry walks among them,
Though to appear human, tucked wings of some, denied by sight, a flower of the field,
And by the sweat of their labor, they are seen, no more.
A Special Word

People usually want what they cannot have,
for what they desire is less important
to the eye,
and through ignorance, the price of logic comes to play.

We talk with those who hear,
but when the blues sing the blues,
the things that we confess too,
were things we should have left alone.

If any man wish to be first,
he must be willing to be last,
that by patience through favor
his faith is tested by fire unquenched.

The spirit of generosity illuminates
in the night,
while the birth of triumph is the
expression of his dreams answered,
for a crowded soul loses the appetite
for capability,
where judgment by evil doers bring
abandonment through dedication in
the blind.
The Thoughts of Yesterday

I sit, thinking about the days of old,
   listening to the words of mother
and hearing the beatings outloud,
   though with eyes puffed, hand broken
and joy separated,
   by anointed oil, the chance for
chased fear through reality, now written.

In the midst of fists flying in misery,
   alcohol passes the times of sodded hunger.
The sight of the golden knife haunts
   the eye of desperation,
and as the child shockd in attendance,
   the power to unleash the clash of the
Titans mentality left.

With a broken nose crippled in posture,
   silence through agony was embraced by
lies to be noted,
   smacks and punches increased daily
by devotion.
What a child sees he or she may become, and what is forbidden by family values can be allowed by acceptance of one crying in the wilderness.

Ignorance in love by expressed affections, not by what, but by whom can somehow expand by the false knowledge of romance.

To be judged as man we are sifted as wheat and if we being man betray our position as such, we respond to our emotions on every hand.

I am life, and what I speak and do is ordinary to another, but where physical exist I am held accountable by investment to be pure before the learning.
Though my life is a personal matter,
I claim not my own love,
my own relationships,
but by every pain given in measure
I endure only to accomplish
the similarities of my mind.

I can be difficult when afraid,
silent when misunderstood,
foolish when influenced,
and yet arrogant without experience,
for my skeletons become a basket
case in speech,
I battle my strongholds in mind,
not by my fists.
The Pattern

I give in small amounts
that represents my heart
and being extravagant in nature
I gave what I had to give.

My life should not be judged
by quantity in riches
but by quality of my love shown
in which is a love outside of who
I am.

I will not be sifted as wheate
claiming nothing in return,
I will not betray my position as man
to become a child impending emotions.

I may not be great in speech
nor stand grand towards fame,
but my character speaks in humility
without the sound of pride
to be revealed before kingdoms
of the earth.
From prison to prison I go
from picking cotton to strawberries
I know,
from sun up to sun down, I sweat,
and another day held in slavery,
I bet.

I see between cell bars,
the scars,
I see undercover snitches
wearing shiny shoes
singing the blues on the news.

Poverty on every end,
I see chains all around,
and by sound, sugar boys in bed
nowhere to be found.

The big, the bad, and the ugly
pushing their authority on everyone's
head,
but in the coming night,
the same climbing another man's bed,
begging for bread,
and waiting for morn to come
their groans and moans in the dark
singing another love tune with a smile.
SKIN DRY

To stand before a nation
with hands raised in glory,
where leaders defend the Constitution
of reason for seasons.
The approval given a smile
has been nominated as a devil,
and by his oath, a lie is accepted
for honor.

A scandal under campaign promotions
give non-profit organizations
the ability to rule over kings and queens,
but the pure in heart rests by moral
attractions of the gospel.

Blind accountability by respectors
give a flip flop opinion about revival
inspirations,
while warning signs of destruction
through the acts of Congress
hold clenched fist to those who follow
in their path for power,
where spoken promises never softens,
only hardens in pride.
The Crowd

No one can describe the wonders of reality, until it is seen in action, where the flashing of lights is determined by motivations handed down suspects.

To the carnal observer, darkness is a frightening place to be considered blind by conflict and by embrace, possible solutions outside of self is hidden by the peers of laughter.
Father,

I sit before you because I am not worthy to stand. I am grieved, even behind prison doors. I remain in my state of mind. If it be possible, let this hour pass by me. I know that through you all things ARE possible, yet I doubt in view.

The impossibles is only a small grain of dust blown into the wind, my eyes are heavy, my knees weak, though shall I remain obedient, and for this purpose only I enhance a kingdom upon this world to be called mine by faith.

There are days that I look unto the heavens, as I see the clouds crack wide open, and there I see angels walking up and down ladders of choice. I hear your voice, powerful, full of authority, while the sun within you is radiant through appreciation.
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Where the dominant images claim the prodigal son, the beauty of your faithfulness in mercy is opportunity for first upon the wings of your glory.

What man am I, to believe that I am greater than you, that upon these lips I thirst, and upon my flesh, I bow. I am not ashamed of the gospel, in which I am free to be me, to trust in who I cannot see.
THE EVALUATION

Through voluntary movements
I am more than just brown eyes,
more than consolidation memory
handed down by expressions of concepts,

however, by complete measures
my smile is universal
and my ways, internal.
I can't take back the pain,
the social lies, the cheating,
and the separation in time past
though I confess before you
my weakness for a pleasure denied,
where dominance in self
became a multiple personality disorder.

Through the years,
I have grown to love you
more than you've ever know,
I knew that I hurted you
but didn't know how bad,
and I am deeply sorry, that the man
you loved and cherished as pure gold
evaluated by inductive reasoning,
to resist that love being ignorant.
I am so tired
of the misery I create,
you thoughts holding me captive
to fleshly desires,
chase me to defeat,

My perspectives change radically
as I stand on self-pity,
that eternity ahead fills my space
calling heaven, certain.
Submission

My deepest need
is to be a man of God,
able to control desires
that would hinder my walk.

To cover the emptiness in remorse.
I live beyond adversity
when the thought of smooth sailing
is present in my mind.

The busier I become,
I am mature in all my ways
by everlasting arms of approval
to stand before the powerful
humble.
Do you hate me,
because of my crimes,
do you hate me,
because of my irresponsibilities,
or do you hate me,
because I am not there to care.

Do you hate me
because of what others say
do you hate me
because you loved me
in a special way.

Do you hate me
because of the machinery
of my brain,
or do you hate me
because you thought I was insane.
Do you hate me
because of the genetic specifications
in which I function,
or do you hate me
because of the lack of knowledge
concerning your love for me.

Do you hate me
because of what I done,
or do you hate me
because of what you only heard
and don't know.
I can identify

The color of my eyes
Is not the rhythms of my heart,
Nor is my laughter in silence
Is the psychological disturbance
Held by depression.

Therefore, through social
Communication, I learn to remember,
That languages noted is from
The origins of my consciousness,
Historical.
Day of Expectation

The day born
is to be outside nature
to comprehend salvation,
and to be born anew
is to make a decision between
life and death;
govern in the hope of intellect,
or the hope of faith granted
by grace.
Spreading Flavor

If you teach me
through words only,
I can ponder daily
but if you teach me
through actions,
I can work for life.

I can become as butter
and cheese,
good on certain foods of choice,
or I can become as salt
of the Earth,
good universal to preserve
flavor of souls by divine inspirations.
Being Human

The words I express
is for those who hear,
but to understand what's been spoken
is for those by experience
been there in body and mind.

What crack couldn't do
Alcohol has tried,
what lies couldn't perform
Sex addiction has tried,
what theft couldn't do
Cheating has also tried,
and what murder through hatred
couldn't do on any level
Love through submission opened
the door to be forgiven.
ORIGINAL BLEND

NO TORN TISSUE
NO FORCED ENTRY TO CONSIDER
NO FORGOT STORIES OF THE
HIGHEST AUTHORITY,
WHERE AUTHENTICITY IMPRACHES INTEGRITY,
AND NO TEARS TAUGHT BY THE MEDIA
HAVING PENETRATING EYES,
HOUDI PERSONAL EXPERIENCES CONTRARY.

I, WILLIAM, SMALL IN SURPRISE
BY THE DAWN OF DAY
AND HAVING A GLIMPSE OF GLORY
I WAS CUTF OFF BY MY INQUIRIES,
THAT MY PEACE THROWN DOWN TODAY,
BECOMES HOPE FOR TOMORROW.
THE THIRST

You thirst for me,
you came to me
as living water,
you believed in me
by physical attractions
and I covered your emptiness
with a kiss confused by logic.

I painted before you a picture
full of color,
that by every selection, I became
your rewarding assignment,
I build reputations by moral purity
that lead to the interacted quality of my maturity.

Over the years of separation
I begin to love you,
I now understand the terms
of temptation,
and the response to sexual stimuli
concerning you,
gave psychological perspectives to
tenderness enhanced.
In this provocative society
I guard against indiscriminating
Exposure to my thoughts,
that to live by a constant state
of anxiety, soon would bring
spiritual orientations home.
MORE WAYS THAN ONE

I am he, double-minded
and unstable in all thy ways,
obessed with social problems

and though, misunderstood,
I wrap security by ambition
WHERE STABILITY AS A GREAT CONTRIBUTION

Take every opportunity to voice my
opinions by present attitudes.

As man, I have fallen
I have lost years in fear
WHEREspoken quite by design
has brought practical suggestions

to proceed in behavior of choice,
being wild.

In the night, I am emotionally exhausted
and by the lack of knowledge
I hold positive conversations with
my own mind in humility,
that pride rises to control.
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I am known to be me
and by face value
what I cannot accomplish
becomes intimidating by those
who oppose my perspectives
regarding the call of duty.

But to know me now
is to know my sensibility,
that my dignity outside of self
has competed effectively
against those who has spreaded
poison on my name.

Though, I run with endurance
and by vigorous competition
I learn to exercise my mind
to control my mouth,
for as a cup of tea, cooled,
I am ready to be delivered,
for my time has comè,
I have fought a good fight
I have finish my race,
that today, I keep the faith.
Tell It Softly

I bow on bloody knees
crawling hundreds of yards
to hold on to a faith not by works
but belief,
where critical distinctions
in theology became confused.

I put away ego
to learn that love is not prejudice
in itself,
but somehow immature concerning
certain things in life by choice.

Touching the waters by masters
I was insensitive and hard-hearted
to those who loved me,
Yet my love tended to be unfair
and perhaps in silence, exonerated.
Only by my tears
I take nothing for granted,
I was once foolish and deceived
by pleasures of the world,
and according to my feelings
my balance to be a foundation
was lost.

The capacity of joys
I never knew was sure—
to understand who gave it
blew my mind,
and to know others in detail,
I had to also know who I was.
Can I speak

Because of my brown skin
you hate me,
you see in me nothing but
skin,
to overlook several times over
explanations that shows hospitality.

Does my voice being loud
scare you to defeat,
Do I satisfy your made by gesture
that shines like the devil
in the dark,
or does my smileshames your pride.

Am I different,
or do you separate reason by logic
to consider other slave masters
to speak through ministries,
can I motivate your thoughts
as a weapon,
that imperfections on a shallow hill
become still,
to be reprimand by another,
just like you.
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Poison

You can kill a life
through accusations of hate
where the uplifting by redemption
is imparted by outward splendor.

Before the throne I stand
to share my dignity to angels
unawares,
that I am noble welcoming
companions by numbers,
placing my inheritance above
my shoulders,
to present by experience,
a cast away, forgiven.
Wow

Looking into my eyes
I can make the sunshine
And the rain clap together
Beyond compare,
That your flowers are watered
And your thirst covered
By the smell of flavored roses
Painted by perfection.

I can move across nature
By spoken word,
A whisper long-suffering
And abundant in kindness,
Without hypocrisy in iniquity
I can reduce every pain being rude
In unbelief.

I can make your tears
The need for humanity,
I can turn your sacrifice
Into exalted conceptions
Inspired by adorations claiming
Nothing in return.
I can make your silence, pleasure, and by suitable language, with a promise, bring innumerable climax, and with yearning sympathy of pity bring in your liabilities, where accomplishments meet gratitude for dinner.
THE CRIME

Local spirits being undesirable
was out there to destroy me,
I stash drugs under coats of
my veins,
and there, chemicals of enlightenment
melted away shoes being
physically incapacitated,

Going into exile
for the lack of understanding
has lingered long enough,
a spoon of precious dope
became by ten percent a phony
smile,
that rat poison chuckled down
my throat unknown,

The spoon now clean
I became the Serjeant of Arms
and by disgust, I smooth things out
on asphalt,
though, adrenalin rush through
my veins
that I struggled to get a heartbeat.
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I spreaded my prolonged wings
toward heaven  
for death was calling me home,
when I opened my eyes
I could see the three Hebrew boys
watching in shock,
and their faith growled
their tongues hanging in motion,
as they moved through the fire
without massive doors stopping them.

Stripping off shoes and sacks
for comfort
I climbed the windows with dried
cheeks,
fear was not allowed
and the thought of death became
a fragment of my imagination.

Drifting in and out of consciousness
the bullet that hit my chest
of times past,
spun around and went back to hell,
and instantly, as many times before
internal rage disappeared.
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Wealth of Men

A mature man
is able to keep his dignity
without falling away from
his household;
for he loves in spite of his
misunderstandings;

he is honest
full of generosity;
and he stands accountable
without any absolutes or tease;

within his spirit,
he is considered wise
by every sweat and by his labor;
his ways become more important
than what his eyes can see;

To see death come
hanging on doorposts;
he continues to exist without despair
to mend broken homes
by his peace,
that somehow, someway,
through grace, live again.
THE VIEW OF ILLUSIONS

Through your moral deformity
I can penetrate your mind
by your own delusions in reality,
that your imperfections will be seen
as noted.

For the opening of your circumstances
through conversion blow
as the wind,
your occasional misdeeds
laughs away correctness in appearance.

By every touch decided
I can breathe in your energy
and direct your affections
by the turns of today,
where it's beauty being natural
shines by still waters.
THE PAINS OF CAPTIVITY

The result of sin has been ordered long ago, that in our world, actions broke fellowship by the foolishness of arms, we chase behind dreams thought of, where values being materialistic build incentives for personal gain,

Through catastrophes in the form of failures, those who disobey sound doctrine enemies come to play as intended, and because of love measured our houses are blessed through chastisement, to restore an inheritance forgotten.
THE LIFE WE LIVED

To understand who you are
is to understand that failure
is natural as the waterfalls
of mountains,
and to believe that others can't change
but you can,
is to devalue yourself.

Though soon, you become common cheddar
on snack breads everywhere,
where your mind being twisted
by deception, calling thyself,
spiritual.
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Epilogue

It has been over twenty years since I have entrusted my own messages of faith into joy. It seemed so long to find peace regarding how others feel about you, that mostly, how did I feel about myself.

God has a plan for me, and that plan is still in progress unfolding because of submission to his divine will. Early in 1994, God was tugging at my heart, though resisting painfully, my mind was expanding deeply into hatred for those who I thought in the general sense, loved me unconditionally.

My thoughts before rivers became my oceans where summer leaves didn’t pass over, I allowed guilt to control my thoughts, and the difficult adjustments ahead would challenge my actions diagnosed with retaliation envisioned in my mind.
As I begin to settle down before
the Ancient of Days, I realize that life
in itself spoke by practical demands, that
everything in life, everything, is decided by
choices.

I didn't know how long I had to
travel upon this road, but through the
struggles, I gain upon request, to be a man
of God first, and without demand, kneel
down and passionately cry out in Repress,
all that I say and do. My words though,
strangely arranged, would have a tremendous
impact on my own life.

I try by grace given, to live as man,
to execute transferred emotions by security
in another. At times, in isolation, I fight
for approval indicating specific reflections
of who I should be, or become.
Every unanswered question that still exist has been a subject of many debates; however, error upon error was overlooked, that state-appointed attorney's seeking only a conviction, has hidden passions of truth located through evidence not revealed.

So many days denied, and so many days cried, that one day soon, I will by miles, journey home.